
Jim Troy <jtroy28x@gmail.com>

Sun, Jan 10 at 11:26 PM

Greetings Fun Loving TRA, This just in, the days are getting longer!!!  Who knew?  A good sign!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Innocuaitons.     Another inoculation path - Submitted by Bob Worcester :  

County Health begin Jan 18, 2021 call 855  566 5333 Bob and Shirley after an hour-plus wait obtained an appointment 

dates Jan 19.

A presse release is shown at abc3340.com.   Of course this is a very  personal decision to begin this series at an early phase. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~a

  

Fun Free  factoids from Dr. Knowitall 

  Some of these will blow your mind sorry.  Maybe install ear corks now to protect the rug….

1.  How many dinosaur remains or partial remains,  about, have been found in La Brea Tar Pits?  To date. 

2. How did Columbus primarily contend with crew who believed in a flat earth, that they would fall off?

3. About, what was the population of America when Columbus arrived?

4.  At its lowest flow, how many gallons in thousands  of the Colorado River empty into the Gulf of California aka Sea of 

Cortes’?  

answers

1. No dinosaurs were found in in LaBrea Tar Pits ever, dinosaurs predate Los Angeles area  being a dry land by zillions of 

years. The exceptional collection at Exposition Park museum is from someplace else.

2. No one believed the world was flat that is a made-up modern day joke or story like science fiction.  The earth’s curvature 

is readily noticeable by anyone in many situations. For instance  If you cross the Ponchartrain Bridge today you cannot see 

either side for the on-third center trip then the tops of things start appearing. Did they think there was an elevator on the 

arriving side raising stuff?  No.    A 6’ man on the shore can only see about 2-3 miles the  lower parts of objects opposite 

shore. The nearly correct size of spherical Earth was calculated 5 centuries BC per data found but no doubt persons knew 

about this phenom thousands of years before if they cared  - mostly mariners. 

3. The population of America at Columbus arrival was (estimates as high as) 112 million.  Obviously not all walked  from 

across the ice from Asia eastern North American natives are very European in appearance.   Europeans then killed (and 

diseases)  about 90% of them.  It can be seen the Earth “Little Ice Age”  then occurred a global weather change thought by 

many now to have been caused by the huge reduction of population then a much smaller world population .     In some cases

new diseases came to Europeans such as you-know with more deaths.  You can see a huge huge display of gold from this 

one place is Toledo, Spain, recommended. .  

I believe Columbus at first thought India extended this Far East or what?  Confused but he had a contract to reach India, 

somehow our natives for a long  time called Indians.  And he did not fool the Queen although granted a high level ran 

Admirald rank he did not receive royalties from a contract to reach India.  But he certainly knew of the world size, just not 

of America being in the way..  

4. There are so many US users of the water in many months nothing flows out of the Colorado River just some mud.   

If you have amazing facts let me know for next time.  Dr. Knowitall.


